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15:40 PONTEFRACT, 1m 4f 8y 

Tiesplanet.com - Ladies Love Guys In Ties Handicap (Class 3) (3YO plus) 

No(Dr) Silk Form Horse Details Age/Wt Jockey/Trainer OR

1 (5) 600-174 PENHILL 32 D BF 
b g Mount Nelson - Serrenia

4 10 - 0 D Tudhope
L M Cumani

93

Jockey Colours: Royal blue, white seams, royal blue cap, white star
Timeform says: Landed gamble on return/debut for this yard at Ascot. Seemingly didn't
handle the track at Newmarket after, though no excuses at Haydock latest. Needs to settle
better to fulfil his potential.  (Forecast 5.00)

Notes: 

2 (2) 12/670-4 PLUTOCRACY (IRE) 35 D BF 
b g Dansili - Private Life

5 9 - 12 G Baker
D R Lanigan

91

Jockey Colours: Black, yellow cap
Timeform says: Very well backed on Kempton return last month (been gelded), shaping
encouragingly to be a close fourth. Hasn't had much racing and there could be more to come
yet, so remains of high interest.  (Forecast 6.00)

Notes: 

3 (4) 313-084 QANAN 42 
b g Green Desert - Strings

6 9 - 11h Ashley Morgan (3)
C F Wall

90

Jockey Colours: Dark blue, red chevrons, striped sleeves and cap
Timeform says: Disappointed in first 2 starts this term, but returned to form when hitting the
frame at Kempton in June. Seen to maximum effect that day, though, and will need to pull out
more to be involved here.  (Forecast 13.00)

Notes: 

4 (8) 0-83101 LEADERENE 26 D 
b f Selkirk - La Felicita

4 9 - 10 J Fanning
M Johnston

89

Jockey Colours: White, emerald green hoops, white sleeves and cap
Timeform says: Frequent winner, who left a below-par performance in a listed event in
Germany behind him when narrowly prevailing at Chester last month, making all and battling
well. Another bold bid likely.  (Forecast 8.00)

Notes: 

5 (7) 00-7800 BLUE HUSSAR (IRE) 26 
b g Montjeu - Metaphor

4 9 - 10 P McDonald
Micky Hammond

89

Jockey Colours: Dark blue, pink seams, diamonds on sleeves, pink cap
Timeform says: Useful performer for Aidan O'Brien in Ireland last year but continues to
underachieve for this yard. Plenty to prove at present.  (Forecast 34.00)

Notes: 

6 (3) 13-4415 LIBERTY RED (GER) 25 C 
b g Dubawi - Late Night

4 9 - 8 G Lee
J G Given

87

Jockey Colours: Light blue, red braces, white sleeves, red armlets, light blue and red quartered cap
Timeform says: Back on the up when reeling in a next-time-out winner to resume winning
ways over 10f here in June, though has proved disappointing over this trip at Newmarket
since. Bounce back required.  (Forecast 19.00)

Notes: 

7 (1) 7148-11 CRAGGAKNOCK 68 CD 
b g Authorized - Goodie Twosues

4 9 - 2 Graham Gibbons
Mr M T Walford

81

Jockey Colours: Emerald green, yellow stripe, white sleeves and cap
Timeform says: Has made a cracking start to the season and looks to be on an upward
curve, defying a 6 Ib rise to follow up reapearance win at Haydock last time. Likely to
continue in form..  (Forecast 6.50)

Notes: 
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8 (6) 1-22 HERNANDOSHIDEAWAY 74 
b g Hernando - Alba Stella

3 8 - 13 P Mulrennan
M Dods

89

Jockey Colours: White, black spots, black and white quartered cap
Timeform says: Is improving all the time, unlucky not to have a handicap win to show for it.
Bumped into really progressive types both starts this term. Likely to progress again and
remains one to be interested in.  (Forecast 4.50)

Notes: 

TIMEFORM VIEW: HERNANDOSHIDEAWAY hasn't had the rub of the green in 2 starts so far this
term, and bumped into the potentially smart Fabricate at Haydock last time. He looks a handicapper to
follow and can deservedly get off the mark for the season now. The fact Plutocracy was so strong in
the market on his reappearance says plenty, and he is feared most, while Penhill has the potential to
do better.
 
Timeform 1-2-3:  
1: HERNANDOSHIDEAWAY 
2: PLUTOCRACY 
3: PENHILL


